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INELASTIC LIGHT SCATTERING AND THECORRELATED METAL�INSULATOR TRANSITION�J.K. FreeriksDepartment of Physis, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057, USAT.P. DevereauxDepartment of Physis, University of Waterloo, Canadaand R. BullaTheoretishe Physik III, Elektronishe Korrelationen und MagnitismusInstitut für Physik, Universität Augsburg86135 Augsburg, Germany(Reeived July 10, 2002)Eletroni Raman sattering has been employed to examine a numberof di�erent orrelated insulators, inluding the high-temperature superon-dutors, Kondo insulators (like FeSi), and intermediate-valene ompounds(like SmB6). The experimental data all share a number of ommon fea-tures: in the B1g hannel (rossed polarizers) one �nds (i) a sudden onsetof low energy spetral weight transfered from a higher harge-transfer peak,whih rapidly inreases as T inreases; (ii) the appearane of an isosbestipoint (where the Raman response is independent of T ) separating the re-gions where the spetral weight shifts; and (iii) a large ratio of the spetralrange over whih spetral weight inreases as T inreases (representative ofthe harge gap) to the onset temperature, where the gap appears to �rstopen. We solve for the Raman response exatly using dynamial mean�eld theory for the Faliov�Kimball model and the Hubbard model. Oursolutions illustrate all three of these experimental features. In addition,we alulate the inelasti light sattering from X-rays, whih allows thephoton to transfer both energy and momentum to the eletroni hargeexitations. We �nd that the harge transfer peak and the low energy peakboth broaden and disperse through the Brillouin zone similar to what isseen in experiments in materials like Ca2CuO2Cl2.PACS numbers: 78.30.�j, 71.30.+h, 74.72.�h, 75.20.Hr� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(737)



738 J.K. Freeriks et al.1. Introdution and experimental summaryLight sattering has long been used as a bulk probe of the eletroniharge exitations in solids. It is partiularly interesting to study stronglyorrelated metals and insulators, sine their harge dynamis are signi�-antly renormalized and do not appear nearly free eletron like. The mostommon form of light sattering is an elasti optial ondutivity measure-ment, whih usually proeeds by measuring the re�etivity and performing aKramers�Kronig transformation to determine the optial ondutivity (thisnormally requires extrapolations of the re�etivity for small and large fre-queny). Sine the sattering is elasti, one adjusts the photon energy (olor)to determine the energy dependene of the eletroni harge exitations. Re-ently, there has been renewed interest in inelasti light sattering, namedeletroni Raman sattering when optial (q = 0) light is used. Here oneshines an intense monohromati beam of light on the sample and studiesthe re�eted light that emerges at a di�erent energy, due to the inelastisattering from the eletroni harge exitations. By employing polarizerson the inident and re�eted light, one an projet the sattering onto dif-ferent symmetry hannels, thereby probing harge exitations of di�erentsymmetries. The three most ommon symmetries hosen are A1g whih hasthe full symmetry of the lattie (is s-like), B1g whih is a d-like symmetry,and B2g whih is another d-like symmetry. In addition, there have beena number of reent experiments probing inelasti X-ray sattering in orre-lated insulators. Here the photon an exhange both momentum and energywith the eletroni harge exitations. These experiments usually require aresonant enhanement of the sattered signal by tuning the X-ray energy tolie lose to a ore edge transition.Experimental eletroni Raman sattering results on orrelated insula-tors are plotted in �gure 1. Eah of these experimental systems share om-mon features: (i) there is a sudden onset of low energy spetral weighttransfered from a higher harge-transfer peak, whih rapidly inreases asT inreases; (ii) there is an isosbesti point (where the Raman response isindependent of T ) separating the regions where the spetral weight shifts;and (iii) the ratio of the spetral range over whih spetral weight inreasesas T inreases (representative of the harge gap) to the onset temperature,where the gap appears to �rst open is muh larger than the weak-ouplingvalue of 3.5. The top panel shows SmB6 [1℄, whih has the added feature ofdeveloping a sharp peak at 130 m�1 (that does not disperse in frequeny)when the temperature is lower than 30 K. The FeSi data is shown in the mid-dle panel [2℄. It displays the leanest signature of these anomalous features.Note how the isosbesti point only develops at temperatures below 150 K.The bottom panel shows smoothed data in the LSCO high-temperature su-



Inelasti Light Sattering and the Correlated . . . 739perondutor [3℄ (other HTSC experiments have also been performed [4,5℄).The isosbesti point is somewhat harder to see here (beause of the noisein the data), but it does develop at about 2100 m�1 as the temperature islowered.

Fig. 1. Experimental B1g Raman response for orrelated materials (a) SmB6 [1℄;(b) FeSi [2℄; and () underdoped La2�xSrxCuO4 [3℄ with x = 0:08. All of the exper-imental data show the development of a low-temperature isosbesti point, whihours due to the transfer of spetral weight from low energy to high energy as thetemperature is lowered, indiating the proximity to the quantum-ritial point of ametal�insulator transition. The individual urves are labeled by the temperaturein K where the measurement was taken. In panel () only the high temperature(300 K) and the low temperature (50 K) are labeled. The two intermediate urvesare at 100 and 200 K, respetively.In addition, resonant inelasti X-ray sattering experiments have beenperformed on insulating ompounds like La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 [6℄,Ca2CuO2Cl2 [7℄, NaV2O5 [8℄, Nd2CuO4 [9℄, and Sr2CuO3 and SrCuO2 [10℄.These experiments require a tuning of the photon energy to lie lose to theCu K or V L3 edge in order to get a large enough inelasti sattering sig-nal. They then an be sanned through momentum spae to examine thefrequeny and momentum dependent harge exitations in a orrelated in-sulator. We onentrate here on the Ca2CuO2Cl2 data [7℄. As a funtion
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Fig. 2. Experimental resonant inelasti X-ray sattering in Ca2CuO2Cl2 [7℄ along(a) the zone diagonal and (b) the zone edge. The label X is de�ned to be X =(osqx + osqy)=2 for photon sattering that transfers momentum q.of momentum one �nds a harge transfer peak and a lower energy peak(these experiments use a linear polarizer for the inident light, so di�erentsymmetry hannels are mixed together and the temperature is held at roomtemperature). As one sans through the Brillouin zone, the harge transferpeak hardly disperses, while the low-energy peak shows signi�ant disper-sion whih traks well with the parameter X = (os qx + os qy)=2. It ishard to say what happens to the width of the peaks as one sans throughthe Brillouin zone, as the data is too noisy (beause of the low intensityof the inelasti sattered signal). Note as well, the results for X = 1 arenot idential along the zone edge and zone diagonal beause the use of po-larizers projets onto di�erent mixtures of the symmetry hannels (theseexperiments have a �xed relation between the polarization of the eletri�eld and the transferred momentum).2. Theoretial formalismWe will examine two di�erent model systems here: the Hubbard model [11℄and the Faliov�Kimball model [12℄. The Hubbard Hamiltonian [11℄ on-tains two terms: the eletrons an hop between nearest neighbors (with



Inelasti Light Sattering and the Correlated . . . 741hopping integral t�=(2pd) on a d-dimensional hyperubi lattie [13℄), andthey interat via a sreened Coulomb interation UH when they sit on thesame site. All energies are measured in units of t�. The Hamiltonian isHHub = � t�2pd Xhi;ji;� yi�j� + UHXi ni"ni# ; (1)where yi� (i�) is the reation (annihilation) operator for an eletron atlattie site i with spin � and ni� = yi�i� is the eletron number operator.We adjust a hemial potential � to �x the average �lling of the eletronsto half �lling (� = UH=2).The Faliov�Kimball Hamiltonian ontains two types of eletrons: itin-erant band eletrons and loalized ( or f) eletrons. The band eletrons anhop between nearest neighbors in the same way as in the Hubbard modeland they interat via a sreened Coulomb interation with the loalized ele-trons (that is desribed by an interation strength UFK between eletronsthat are loated at the same lattie site). The Hamiltonian isHFK = � t�2pdXhi;ji yi j +EfXi wi � �Xi yi i + UFKXi yi iwi ; (2)where yi (i) is the spinless ondution eletron reation (annihilation) op-erator at lattie site i and wi = 0 or 1 is a lassial variable orrespondingto the loalized f -eletron number at site i. We will adjust both Ef and� so that the average �lling of the -eletrons is 1/2 and the average �llingof the f -eletrons is 1/2 (� = UFK=2 and Ef = 0). Note that if we do notallow the down-spin eletrons in the Hubbard model to hop, then we get thespinless Faliov�Kimball model.We fous here on nonresonant inelasti light sattering. In this ase, thephoton-eletron vertex funtion does not depend on the photon frequeny.It orresponds to the generi piture of light sattering, but is unable to pre-dit additional properties assoiated with resonant enhanements of signals,whih are often seen experimentally. We use the Kubo formula to relate theresponse funtion to the orresponding urrent�urrent orrelation funtion.The urrents for the di�erent symmetry setors eah take the following formja(q) =X� Xk a(k + q=2)yk+q�k� ; (3)with a(k) the orresponding urrent vertex funtion and the sum over spinneeded only for the Hubbard model. For onventional Raman sattering, we



742 J.K. Freeriks et al.work with optial light so q ! 0, but the �nite-q ase is needed for X-raysattering. The inelasti light sattering vertex isa(k + q=2) =X�� eI� �2"(k + q=2)�k��k� eO�� ; (4)where the e vetors denote the inoming and outgoing photon polarizationsand "(k) is the noninterating bandstruture (we examine a hyperubi lat-tie here).The Dyson equation for the urrent-urrent orrelation funtion takes theform given in Fig. 3. Note that there are two oupled equations illustratedin Figs. 3 (a) and (b); these equations di�er by the number of a fators inthem. The irreduible vertex funtion � is the dynamial harge vertex [14℄whih takes the form� (i!m; i!n; i�l 6=0) = Æmn 1T �m ��m+lGm �Gm+l : (5)on the imaginary axis for the Faliov�Kimball model [i!m = i�T (2m+1) isthe Fermioni Matsubara frequeny and i�l = 2i�T l is the Bosoni Matsub-ara frequeny℄. Here �m = �(i!m) is the loal self energy on the imaginaryaxis and Gm = G(i!m) is the loal Green's funtion on the imaginary axis.An expliit expression for the irreduible harge vertex is not known for theHubbard model, but it also possesses the full symmetry of the lattie. If thevertex fator a does not have a projetion onto the full symmetry of thelattie, then there are no vertex orretions from the loal dynamial hargevertex [15℄.
Fig. 3. Coupled Dyson equations for the inelasti light sattering urrent-urrentorrelation funtions desribed by the vertex funtion a. Panel (a) depits theDyson equation for the interating orrelation funtion, while panel (b) is thesupplemental equation needed to solve for the orrelation funtion. The symbol� stands for the loal dynamial irreduible harge vertex given in Eq. (5) for theFaliov�Kimball model. In situations where there are no harge vertex orretions,the orrelation funtion is simply given by the �rst (bare-bubble) diagram on theright-hand side of panel (a).



Inelasti Light Sattering and the Correlated . . . 743There are traditionally three main symmetries onsidered in Raman sat-tering experiments: (i) A1g whih has the full symmetry of the lattie; (ii)B1g whih has a d-wave symmetry and (iii) B2g whih is another d-wavesymmetry. Eah symmetry is hosen by di�erent polarizations for the in-ident and sattered light. If we sum over the d pairs of polarizations,where eI = eO and eah vetor points along eah of the di�erent Carte-sian axes, then we have the A1g setor. If we hoose eI = (1; 1; 1; :::) andeO = (1;�1; 1;�1; :::), then we have the B1g setor. And if we hooseeI = (1; 0; 1; 0; :::) and eO = (0;�1; 0;�1; :::) then we have the B2g setor.If we have just nearest-neighbor hopping, then the B2g response vanishes be-ause B2g = 0. Following the form given in Eq. (4), we �nd A1g (q) = �"(q)and B1g (q) = t�P1j=1 os qj(�1)j=pd.A straightforward alulation, shows that the B1g response has no ver-tex orretions on the zone diagonal q = (q; q; q; q; :::). Hene, the B1gresponse is the bare bubble and an be determined in both the Faliov�Kimball model and the Hubbard model. The A1g response everywhere andthe B1g response o� of the zone diagonal, do have vertex orretions, andan only be determined for the Faliov�Kimball model. The alulation ofeah response funtion is straightforward, but tedious. One needs to �rstsolve the oupled equations depited in Fig. 3 on the imaginary axis andthen perform the analyti ontinuation as in the Raman sattering ase [16℄.The end result is umbersome and will not be given here. Instead we showthe (bare-bubble) B1g result on the zone diagonal�B1g (q; �) = i4� 1Z�1 d! ff(!)�0(!;X; �) � f(! + �)��0(!;X; �)� [f(!)� f(! + �)℄~�0(!;X; �)g (6)with �0(!;X; �) = � 1Z�1 d"�(") 1! + ���(!)� " 1p1�X2�F1�! + � + ���(! + �)�X"p1�X2 � ; (7)and ~�0(!;X; �) = � 1Z�1 d"�(") 1! + ����(!)� " 1p1�X2�F1�! + � + ���(! + �)�X"p1�X2 � : (8)



744 J.K. Freeriks et al.Here we have used the following notation: f(!) = 1=[1 + exp(!=T )℄ is theFermi�Dira distribution, �(") = exp(�"2)=p� is the noninterating densityof states; �(!) is the loal self energy on the real axis; X = os q for thezone-diagonal wavevetor q = (q; q; q; :::; q); and F1(z) = R d"�(")=(z�") isthe Hilbert transform of the noninterating density of states. Tehniques for�nding the self energy for the Hubbard model [17℄ and the Faliov�Kimballmodel [18℄ have appeared elsewhere.3. Theoretial resultsWe plot results for the inelasti X-ray sattering in the Hubbard modelin Fig. 4. Three ases are onsidered: (a) a orrelated metal, (b) a materialundergoing a metal�insulator transition, and () a orrelated insulator. Theurves have been shifted vertially for larity. The lowest set of urves X = 1orrespond to Raman sattering with optial photons [19℄.Consider �rst the orrelated metal in panel (a). At q = 0, we see thedevelopment of a harateristi Fermi peak at low energy that narrows andmoves towards � = 0 as the temperature is lowered. As we move away fromthe zone enter, the Fermi peak broadens and has its maximum lie at a�nite frequeny. This is exatly what one would expet, sine the dampinginreases dramatially as sattering in the partile-hole ontinuum beomespossible (for larger q values). Note also that the harge-transfer peak haslittle T -dependene at X = 0. In panel (b), we show the results for asystem that undergoes a temperature-dependent metal�insulator transitionat T � 0:011. Note how low-energy spetral weight is initially depleted asT is lowered, but then returns as the system beomes more metalli. Thetemperature dependene is redued as we move towards the zone orner. Inaddition, the isosbesti point disperses to higher energy as q is inreased.Finally, there is a small low-energy peak that emerges at low-T , and ispresent with only slight dispersion in the Brillouin zone but with growingweight as the zone orner is approahed. In panel (), we plot results fora orrelated insulator. Here all momenta allow the development of low-energy spetral weight as T inreases and there is an isosbesti point, butthe isosbesti point does not disperse with q anymore. Also, we see thebroadening of the harge-transfer peak as we move toward the zone orner.In Fig. 5 we plot the inelasti X-ray sattering at UFK = 2 (a) for theB1g hannel along the zone diagonal, (b) for the B1g hannel along the �zoneedge� [here we have q = (q; 0; q; 0; : : : ; q; 0) for 1 � X = (1 + os q)=2 � 0and q = (�; q; �; q; : : : ; �; q) for 0 � X = (�1 + os q)=2 � �1℄, and () forthe A1g hannel along the zone diagonal. The orrelation strength UFK washosen to be 2, whih is just on the insulating side of the metal�insulatortransition. Note how the results are all idential at the (�; �; : : : ; �) point.
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Fig. 4. Inelasti X-ray sattering response in the B1g hannel along the Brillouinzone diagonal for the half-�lled Hubbard model on a hyperubi lattie. Panel(a) shows a orrelated metal (T = 0:353, 0.150, 0.064, 0.039), panel (b) shows amaterial that undergoes a metal insulator transition as a funtion of temperature(T = 0:282, 0.172, 0.039, 0.009, 0.003) and panel () shows a orrelated insulator(T = 0:566, 0.424, 0.283, 0.071). The di�erent thiknesses of the urves orrespondto di�erent temperatures (thinnest being the lowest temperature).This ours due to the loal approximation. Any variation in the signalat the zone orner in di�erent symmetry hannels must be due to nonloalmany-body orrelations. Note also how the A1g results have no low-energyspetral weight for q = 0. The vertex orretions remove all remnants of thelow-energy response here, but it enters for any �nite value of q. The mainqualitative feature is that the harge-transfer peak broadens signi�antly aswe move through the Brillouin zone, and the results along the zone edgeare quite similar to those along the zone boundary, when plotted with theorresponding X-values. We an see a small amount of dispersion of thelow-energy peak through the Brillouin zone, but it is not strong e�et forwhen the gap in the insulator is small. Finally, the isosbesti point seen atq = 0 appears for all q.
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Fig. 5. Inelasti X-ray sattering response in the B1g hannel along (a) the Brillouinzone diagonal and (b) along the zone edge and () in the A1g hannel along thezone diagonal for the half-�lled Faliov�Kimball model on a hyperubi lattie.The orrelation strength is UFK = 2 whih is just on the insulating side of themetal�insulator transition for the FK model. The di�erent urves orrespond todi�erent temperatures ranging from thikest to thinnest urve as follows: T = 1:0;0.5, 0.25, 0.1.We should also point out that all of the anomalous features seen inexperiment for Raman sattering (q = 0) are also seen here. Low-energyspetral weight emerges at low temperature in the B1g hannel but not theA1g hannel; there is an isosbesti point; and the ratio of twie the harge-gap � 1 to the transition temperature � 0:2 is about 10.4. ConlusionsWe have examined inelasti light sattering in orrelated materialsthrough the metal�insulator transition for two di�erent models of eletronorrelations: the Hubbard model and the Faliov�Kimball model. In theHubbard model we ould only determine results that were not renormalizedby the irreduible harge vertex (along the Brillouin zone diagonal), but
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